Zomma’s technology has been used by:

•
•
•

Macquarie
Cargill
Castleton Commodities

Zomma specializes in algorithmic methods which separate signal from noise.
Increasingly, machine learning methods underpinned by the most advanced
applied mathematics are proving their value in an increasingly brutal competitive
landscape.
Forward looking firms have embraced these methods in their search for a
technological edge over their competitors.
Zomma believes that the industry is moving away from databases which merely
provide information and analytics, and instead, is moving towards technologies
which provide complete solutions—when to buy and when to sell.
2020 and 2021 have been spectacular years for the Zomma Double Bell Curve
Flat Price WTI Algorithm. The algo’s focus on separating predictive signals from
noisy price data has been richly rewarded and proven robust in an environment
which has combined sideways motion and the sheer exhilaration of massive,
record-setting price moves.

Zomma’s algorithms can create a strong algorithmic capability for firms and can trade a variety of energy futures
directionally, all major spreads, precious metals, including stocks and bonds.
Firms which gain access to Zomma’s algorithms have a complete solution right out of the box which has already been
embraced by large trading firms.
This dramatically reduces the business risk for firms which are often faced with the daunting and expensive task of
hiring teams of data scientists and programmers, funding an expensive multi-year development process, then hoping
for a result.
Zomma oﬀers a proven, robust turn-key solution which allows firms to enjoy the upside of an algorithmic solution
without the time, heartache, and massive expense of internal development and the associated business and career
risks.
The Zomma Double Bell Curve WTI algorithm generates directional signals for WTI. The algorithm can be long, short,
or in cash. It is Zomma’s most robust algorithm for energy trading.
The algorithm uses powerful statistical methods to separate signal from noise.
First, it gathers hourly price data. Second, it creates short term and long term bell curves of this price data. Third,
when both short term and long term prices are at the tail end of both bell curves, the algorithm creates predictive
signals.
Imagine a metaphor of a class of 10 year old children. Most children, by definition, are close to the average height for
10 year olds. This is statistical noise. However, imagine a class of 10 year olds which has three 7 foot tall children.
This might signal that there is something special in the food, or genetics, that might predict a further increase in the
average height of 10 year olds in the class (the metaphor would be rising prices).
Similarly, imagine that a class of 10 year olds has three 2 foot tall children. This might signal that there is something
special in the food, or genetics, that might predict a further decrease in the average height of 10 year olds in the class
(the metaphor would be falling prices).
Most importantly, the focus on the tails of multiple bell curves which must agree (like a Venn diagram) in both the short
term and long term is both empirically advantageous and is in accordance with the latest academic research, which
shows that bell curves of price data in financial markets are fat-tailed.
Therefore, the algorithm does not get chopped to death in a sideways market the way humans do, but instead only
seeks to directionally enter when both the short term and long term bell curves of prices are fat tailed in the same
direction. If either bell curve disagrees, the algo remains or moves to cash. In eﬀect, the algorithm is trend following
the fat tails of the bell curves as they become fatter.
This gives the algorithm an extreme advantage over human traders, who find this sort of continuous, precision, data
capture and processing to be largely impossible in their heads without the aid of large amounts of computing power.

Zomma Double Bell Curve Flat Price WTI Algo Backtest March 28th 2018 to November 4th 2021

Zomma Flat Price Nat Gas Algo Backtest August 30th 2019 to June 29th 2021

Zomma Rbob to Heat Algo Backtest October 10th 2019 to June 29th 2021

Zomma Rbob Flat Price Algo Backtest February 26th 2018 to July 2nd 2021

Zomma Grayscale Bitcoin Trust Algo Backtest March 7th 2017 to June 29th 2021

